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Dear Shareholders,
ALROSA is one of the world’s largest diamond mining
companies involved in diamond exploration, mining, manufacture and sales of rough and polished diamonds. The
ALROSA Group represented by ALROSA Co. Ltd. and
ALROSA-Nyurba accounts for approximately 95% of the
diamond production in the Russian Federation and for
about 20% of the diamond world market in terms of
caratage and 25% in terms of value. In 2007, the overall
diamond production amounted to USD2,370.3 million, the
sales of rough and polished diamonds reached USD2,792.6
million and USD156.2 million, respectively.
The current positions of ALROSA have been secured
due to the high scientific and technical potential of the
Company, its highly skilled personnel, well established partnership with suppliers, and high reputation of the Company
in the world market.
An important event of the reporting year for ALROSA
was an extraordinary meeting of the Shareholders. A decision was taken at the meeting to increase the authorized
capital of ALROSA Co. Ltd. by RUB 982.0 million through
an issue of additional registered ordinary shares to be
placed through a closed subscription among the Russian
Federation, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and 8 municipalities of the RS(Ya). As a result, the stake of the Russian
Federation in the authorized capital of ALROSA Co. Ltd.
should be increased to 50% plus one share, while the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and the municipalities will
retain their 32% and 8% of interest, respectively. This
structure of governance will allow ALROSA to efficiently
utilize the opportunities provided by the governmental support for the Company’s operations, and at the same time
maintain a balance of interests of its shareholders.
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A stable level of dividends and timely tax deductions to
the state budgets of different levels are ensured due to
ALROSA’s high HR potential. In 2007, the Company’s net
profit reached RUB 14,132.9 million, of which RUB 2,240.0
million is planned to be paid in dividends.
A key factor for the development of the world’s diamond market in mid-term perspective is the decreasing mineral resources in combination with the growing demand for
rough diamonds. Taking into account also a significant
increase in the production cost caused by the changeover to
the underground mining, ALROSA takes measures to
expand geological prospecting operations in areas with
good prospects for discovery of new diamond pipes. The
scale of the geological prospecting and exploration work
had been increased in the reporting year by 12.0% in comparison with 2006 and by 32.8% in comparison with 2005.
The currently operational programme for development
of the production infrastructure provides the support needed to maintain the existing and create new mining production capacities.
ALROSA’s capital investments in 2007 amounted to
RUB 17,440.5 million, including RUB 9,615.1 million spent
on construction of mining facilities. The Company invested
RUB 3,003.9 million in replacement of main production
machinery and equipment and development of advanced
technologies.
The wage and salary level in ALROSA is one of the highest among Russia’s leading mining companies. Taking into
account the current high growth rates of wages and salaries
in the Russian Federation and in the Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia), the Company plans an indexation of wages and
salaries to compensate for inflation as well as direct increase
in the employees’ earnings, including increased bonuses for
efficient performance. The basic source of financing these
measures is the growing labour productivity.
An integrated use of the existing regulatory framework
and introduction of an efficient system of incentives permitted the Company to optimize of the number of personnel
and reduce the workforce by 892 persons. At the same
time, the productivity increased in 2007 by 0.4% in comparison with the previous year in terms of rock mass
extracted, 2.2% in terms of ore processed, by 9.0% in
terms of the value of construction and installation work performed and by 9.1% in terms of prospecting and exploration drilling.
Based on the Company’s consistent commitment to the
principles of social responsibility, ALROSA implements the
objectives set out in the Collective Bargaining Agreement
and in the purpose-oriented programmes aimed at developing social support for the Company’s employees.
Expenditure on medical services at resorts, recreational
facilities, and prevention of professional diseases within
the framework of the «Healthy Lifestyle and Recreation»
Programme amounted to RUB 375.4 million.

Financing of medical services for ALROSA employees
provided under the «Healthcare» Programme reached RUB
175.0 million.
Cultural and sports activities in the Company’s divisions
are carried out within the framework of the «Culture and
Sports» Programme. The overall expenditure out of the
Company’s profit on this sector, as well as on maintenance
of community centres, preventive treatment centres and
medical stations amounted to RUB 907.0 million.
An integrated programme «Benefits and Sponsorship»
developed and implemented by ALROSA is an effective
instrument of social partnership with the communities in
the areas where the Company carries out its operations.
ALROSA provides support to the local districts (uluses) for
the development of agriculture and traditional crafts within
the framework of the «Investment Programme for Regional
Development».
The Company continues to develop successfully its corporate retirement benefit fund «Diamond Autumn». A
reviewed version of the statute has been agreed upon with
the «ProfAlmaz» Trade Union and adopted. As of the
beginning of 2008, the fund had over 52,000 stakeholders
and managed the assets of RUB 6 billion.
In line with the Company’s housing programme, 16apartment houses in Aikhal and Mirny, an 80-apartment
block in the city of Orel and an 18-apartment block in the
town of Almazny were constructed. RUB 173.6 million was
spent on the purchase of housing facilities.
As it operates in one of the key sectors of the Republic
of Sakha (Yakutia) economy, ALROSA pursues a long-term
policy in order to improve the living standards and ensure
socio-economic development of the region as a whole.
Under the Company’s social infrastructure development
programme RUB 3,475.1 million was allocated in 2007 for
maintenance of the housing and communal facilities.
The HR policy aimed at efficient and rational use of
labour resources is an essential component of the Company’s development. During the reporting year 250 young
employees were recruited. About 2,823 managers and specialists and 5,144 workers received various types of training and improved their qualifications.
High skills and expertise of the Company’s employees,
efficient operations, sufficient mineral resources and active
governmental support enable ALROSA to maintain its
strategic advantages in the international diamond market.
Dear Shareholders,
In 2008 ALROSA Co. Ltd., jointly with OAO ALROSANyurba, plans to produce USD2,289.3 million worth of
rough diamonds, and sell USD 2,920.9 million worth of diaPRESIDENT OF ALROSA

monds, including USD153.7 worth of polished diamonds.
The capital expenditure will reach RUB 18,259.4 million.
In 2008 in order to ensure replenishment of mineral
resources financing of geological prospecting and exploration will be increased up to RUB 2,941.1 million (i.e. by
17.8% in comparison with the reporting year).
The current strategy of development of the Company’s
industrial potential, transport, research and development
facilities, social aspects and ancillary operations, as well as
ALROSA’s investments programmes, taking into account
the overall tendency toward strengthening of the Russian
currency, permit the Company to plan its net profit at the
end of 2008 at over RUB 10 billion.
The Company’s most important objectives for 2008 can
be formulated as follows:
- Expansion of prospecting and exploration in potentially diamondiferous areas with good prospects for new diamond discoveries and development of the Arctic Geological Exploration Expedition in the Zhigansk District of the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia).
- Development of an efficient sales strategy that would
provide for optimization of the current structure of its representative offices and subsidiaries.
- Implementation of the programme for construction of
underground mines at its Udachny, Mir, Aikhal and International operations within the framework of the Company’s
Development Guidelines for 2006-2015.
- Introduction of a new classifier of rough diamonds and
corresponding samples and a price list.
- Putting into operation of an automated sorting complex (KSA) at the Gornoye deposit.
- Modernization of Ore Treatment Plant No. 3 to meet
the 2008-2009 production programme targets.
- Development and testing of the technology for dry
upgrading of sub-grade ore from the Sytykan pipe.
- Improved efficiency of the Company’s asset management in Africa through modification of the organisational
structure.
- Modernization of the system of sales of rough and polished diamonds.

On behalf of the Executive Board I have the honour to
express our gratitude to the leaders of the Russian Federation and the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), to the members of
the Supervisory Board, and all our business partners,
whose trust and assistance permitted ALROSA to become
one of the world’s leading diamond mining companies.
I would also like to wish new professional achievements
in the year of 2008 to the ALROSA Shareholders and
employees!
S.A. VYBORNOV

City of Mirny, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
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SUPERVISORY BOARD

Aleksey Leonidovich KUDRIN,
Deputy Chairman of the Government
of the Russian Federation,
Minister of Finance of the Russian Federation,
Chairman of ALROSA Supervisory Board

Sergey Alexandrovich VYBORNOV,
President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.
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Yegor Afanasyevich BORISOV,
Chairman of the Government of the Republic
of Sakha (Yakutia), First Deputy Chairman
of ALROSA Supervisory Board

Yuri Mitrofanovich MEDVEDEV,
Deputy Head of Federal Agency
for Federal Property Management
of the Russian Federation

Aisen Sergeyevich NIKOLAYEV,
Head of the Administration of the President
and the Government of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Vladimir Mikhailovich PROKOPYEV,
Head of Municipality «Nyurba District»,
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Sergey Nikolayevich SAMOILOV,
Counsellor of President
of the Russian Federation

Olga Borisovna SOKOLOVA,
Deputy Director of the Department of Property
and Land Management, Economics of Natural Resource Use,
RF Ministry of Economic Development and Trade

Vyacheslav Anatolyevich SHTYROV,
President of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Alexander Alikhanovich AKHPOLOV,
Head of the Administrative Department,
Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation

Gennady Fedorovich ALEXEYEV,
First Deputy Chairman of the Government
of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Ivan Kirillovich DEMYANOV,
Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Victor Petrovich YEFIMOV,
Minister of Property Management
of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Tatiana Nikolayevna MANUYLOVA,
Deputy Director of the Department of Economics
and Finances, Government of the Russian Federation

Leonid Fedorovich TOLPEZHNIKOV,
Deputy Head of Administrative Department
of the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation
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EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEMBERS OF INTERNAL AUDIT COMMITTEE

Sergey Alexandrovich VYBORNOV

President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Gennady Fedorovich PIVEN’

First Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Dmitry Arturovich VOYAN

Head of Planning and Economic Department of ALROSA

Yuri Andreyevich DOINIKOV

First Vice President- Executive Director of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Andrey Vladimirovich GLINOV

Sergey Georgiyevich ALYABYEV

Director of Nyurba Mining Division

Head of Division for Precious Metals and Gem Stones Control,
Administrative Department of the Ministry of Finance
of the Russian Federation

Alexei Valeryevich VESELKOV

Managing Director of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Valentina Ilyinichna KONDRATYEVA

First Deputy Minister of Economic Development,
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Petr Mikhailovich GLAGOLEV

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.
Vladimir Vladimirovich CHERNYSHOV

Sergey Nikolayevich GOLUB

Deputy Executive Director,
Director of AlmazDorTrans Department

Counsellor of Fuel and Energy Division,
Department of Property Management
for Commercial Sector Organisations,
Federal Agency for Federal Property Management

Ivan Kirillovich DEMYANOV

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.
Yulia Anatolyevna FILIPPOVA

Alexander Ivanovich YEFIMOV

Chief Engineer of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Head of division of property management for diamond sector,
financial and insurance organisations,
Ministry of Property Relations of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Yuri Anatolyevich IONOV

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Galina Vsevolodovna KLIMENKO

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Valery Vasilyevich KURGUZOV

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Olga Alexeyevna LYASHENKO

Chief Accountant of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Dmitry Vladimirovich MOSTOVOV

Director of Mirny Mining Division

Yuri Anatolyevich PETROV

Director of Udachny Mining Division

Anatoly Tarasovich POPOV

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Valentina Anatolyevna POTRUBEIKO

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Ravil Shamilyevich SANATULOV

Director of Aikhal Mining Division

Igor Vitalyevich SOBOLEV

Director of Capital Construction Department

Sergey Aramovich OULIN

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Alexandr Sergeyevich CHAADAYEV

Director of the YakutNiproAlmaz Institute

Gustav Afanasyevich YAKOVLEV

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Pavel Antonovich TRETYAKOV

Chairman of the «Profalmaz»
Interregional Trade Union (with deliberative vote)
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At an Executive Board meeting
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ACTIVITIES OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD

The Supervisory Board of ALROSA exercises general
guidance over the Company’s operations and consists of
15 members, including seven representatives of the RF
government, five representatives of the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia), two representatives of the Company’s
management, and one representative of the local districts
(uluses) - co-founding shareholders of the Company.
In 2007 the Supervisory Board held six meetings, of
which four meetings in direct participation mode and two
meetings by remote communication, at which the following main issues were discussed:
* Election of the President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.;
* ALROSA’s development guidelines for 2006-2015;
* ALROSA’s production, economic and financial performance in 2006;
* Holding of the General Shareholders’ Meeting of
ALROSA in 2007;
* Selection of Auditors for ALROSA;
* Adjustment of main performance indicators and
budget of ALROSA for 2007;
* Increasing the authorized capital of ALROSA Co.
Ltd through a closed subscription to an additional issue
of shares;

* Determination of the price of placement of one
additional share within the framework of the entire issue
of additional ALROSA shares;
* Monetary evaluation of the property (shares), with
which additional ALROSA shares should be paid for;
* Approval of transactions with related parties - the
Russian Federation, the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and
8 districts of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), i.e. Shareholders of ALROSA Co. Ltd;
* Approval of the purchase by ALROSA from OAO
«VTB» of a share in the shared ownership of facilities of
the former PNO «YakutAlmaz»;
* Calling of an extraordinary General Meeting of the
ALROSA Shareholders;
* Approval of the decision concerning an additional
issue of securities by ALROSA;
* Approval of the prospectus of ALROSA securities;
* Production and economic plan of ALROSA for
2008;
* Amendments and supplements to the ALROSA
Charter;
* Liquidation of ALROSA’s foreign representation
offices.
Specific decisions were taken by the Supervisory
Board on each issue discussed and relevant assignments
given to the Executive Board, which were subsequently
fulfilled in general during the reporting year.

STRUCTURE OF ALROSA GROUP

GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS

SUPERVISORY BOARD

EXECUTIVE BOARD

COMPANY MANAGEMENT

Udachny
Division,
Udachny

Amakinskaya
Exploration
Expedition,
Aikhal

Housing &
Communal
Services
Division,
Mirny

Representative
Office
Moscow

Mirny
Division,
Mirny

Botuobinskaya
Exploration
Expedition,
Mirny

Aikhal
Division,
Aikhal

Mirny
Exploration
Expedition,
Mirny

Utilities &
Water Supply
Services
Division,
Mirny

Nyurba
Division,
Nakyn

ALROSA
Pomorye
Exploration
Division,
Arkhangelsk

Lensk Heating &
Water Supply
Services,
Lensk

Representative
Office
Yakutsk

Representative
Office
St. Petersburg

Anabar
Division,
Ebelyakh

Diamond
Sorting
Centre,
Mirny

Brillianty
ALROSA
Division,
Moscow

United Selling
Organization,
Moscow

Yakutniproalmaz
Institute, Mirny

Almazdortrans
Production
Division,
Lensk

Mirny
Air Transportation
Division,
Mirny

ALROSA
Transsnab,
Moscow

Capital
Construction
Division,
Mirny

CT Almazavtomatica,
Mirny

Supplies &
Logistics
Division,
Mirny

Culture &
Sports
Centre,
Mirny

Personnel
Training
Centre,
Mirny

Almazny Krai
TV & Radio
Company,
Mirny

Prometheus
Recreational &
Health Centre,
Nebug

Representative
Office
Orel

Representative
Office
Arkhangelsk

Representative
Office
in Belgium,
Antwerp

Representative
Office in Israel,
Ramat-Gan

YANIGP
CNIGRI,
Mirny

URMSU
Almazenergoremont,
Udachny

Novy
Agricultural Farm,
Arylakh

ALROSA-Africa
Branch,
Luanda

SUBSIDIARIES AND ASSOCIATES

Diamond
industry
–6

Foreigh-based diamond
trading companies
–6

Industrial and
exploration
organizations
– 11

Construction
or organizations
–3

Logistics and
transport
–2

Credit &
Finance
–7

Trade, Hotel Business,
Recreational, Other
– 14

Non-profit
–1

At a Supervisory Board meeting
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Loading of broken rock in the Jubilee Pit

Diamond mining production
Millions of USD

Udachny Mining Division
Aikhal Mining Division
Mirny Mining Division
Anabar Mining Division
Total for ALROSA Co. Ltd.
OAO «ALROSA-Nyurba»
Total for ALROSA Co. Ltd. &
OAO «ALROSA-Nyurba»
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2005
Report

2006
Report

Plan

2007
Report

%
of plan

%
of 2006

%
of 2005

861.4
347.6
480.5
40.5

792.8
360.4

798.1
367.6

810.9
379.1

101.6
103.1

102.3
105.2

94.1
109.1

592.3
49.7

541.7
50.0

555.5
52.5

102.5
105.0

93.8
105.5

115.6
129.5

1 730.0

1 795.2

1 757.4

1 798.1

102.3

100.2

103.9

529.0

537.0

558.3

572.3

102.5

106.6

108.2

2 259.1

2 332.2

2 315.7

2 370.3

102.4

101.6

104.9

material for the Aikhal underground mine was improved;
and measures to ensure safe working conditions within a
risk zone of the Jubilee open pit mine were implemented.
The mine trucks hauled 65,453,300 tons of material,
with the total transport turnover reaching 320,001,100
ton-km.
Mirny Mining Division
The Company’s oldest mining and ore treatment division - Mirny Mining Division - operates the underground
mine of International, carries out overburden stripping in
the International open-pit mine, exploits the alluvial mines
of «Irelyakh Placer» and «Vodorazdelnye Galechniki», and
the tailings stockpiles of «Khvosty Butar» and «Khvosty of
Plant No.5»; operates dredges at the Gornoye deposit and
the terrace alluvial occurrences of Irelyakh. Mirny Mining
Division accounts for 23.5% of the Company’s diamond

Anabar
Division

actual 572.3

plan 558.3

actual 8769.0

Nyurba
Division

plan 8754.2

plan 50.0

actual 52.5
actual 2237.0

actual 6991.6

Mirny
Division

Anabar
Division

plan 2140.0

actual 555.5

plan 541.7

actual 22640.1

Aikhal
Division

Mirny
Division

plan 7066.0

actual 379.1

plan 367.6

actual 810.9
plan 22580.0

plan 5439.0

Udachny
Division

Aikhal Mining Division
The Aikhal Mining Division carries out operations at
three primary kimberlite deposits, i.e. kimberlite pipes of
Komsomolskaya and Jubilee by open pit method and the

Mining Division

Aikhal
Division

Udachny
Division

Udachny Mining Division
This Mining Division operates two kimberlite pipes:
Udachny and Zarnitsa, the ore from which is processed at
Ore Treatment Plant No. 12. In 2007 the Udachny Mining
Division accounted for 34.2% of the Company’s diamond
mining production in terms of value and for 11.9% of the
total volume of mining operations of ALROSA and
ALROSA-Nyurba. The mining production target was
exceeded by 1.6%. The diamond recovery reached
USD810.9 million worth of rough diamonds and the total
volume of broken rock handled amounted to 5,474,400 m3.
During the reporting period the volume of open-pit mining operations at the Udachny mine continued to decline,
as planned before. But at the same time, also in accordance
with the previous decisions, overburden stripping and production mining operations were intensified at the Zarnitsa
open-pit mine. Work was continued to eliminate seepage
of water at the Sytykan hydropower station dam, and it is
planned to complete this work in 2008.
The mine trucks hauled 20,635,700 tons of rock, with
the total transport turnover reaching 184,561,500 ton-km.

actual 5474.4

In 2007 ALROSA exceeded its mining production target and produced USD2,270.3 million worth of rough diamonds (including the production by OAO «ALROSA-Nyurba»), which is by 1.6% more than in 2006. The bulk of diamonds were produced from primary kimberlite and alluvial
deposits by open pit mining.
All the mining divisions operated at a steady pace and
attained the planned targets for production and use of mining machinery and equipment in full. The total volume of
broken rock handled amounted to 46,112,100 m3. About
129,421,700 tons of broken rock was transported in mine
trucks, and the total transport turnover reached
646,576,300 ton-km.

Aikhal pipe by underground mining method. The ore is
transported for processing to two ore treatment plants:
No.8 and No.14. The Aikhal Mining Division accounts for
16% of the Company’s production in terms of value and of
49,1% of the total volume of mining operations. The Aikhal
Mining Division fulfilled its plan for 2007 to 103.1% having
produced USD379.1 million worth of diamonds; the volume
of the rock broken reached 22,640,100 m3.
During the reporting year a dry concentration plant for
sub-grade ore treatment was put into operation; the introduction of the second-stage of the automated mining
transport management system was successfully carried out
at the Jubilee mine; the method for preparation of backfill

plan 798.1

MINING OPERATIONS

Nyurba
Division

production and 15.2% of the total volume of mining operations. The 2007 plan of diamond production was fulfilled
to 102.5% and USD555.5 million worth of diamonds were
produced. The volume of mining operations reached
6,991,600 m3.
In 2007 the second stage of modernization at Ore
Treatment Plant No. 3 was commenced. This project is
scheduled to be completed by 2011. Tests were carried out
in the final recovery section to optimize the process of diamond cleaning through thermochemical treatment in
microwave decomposition systems. In parallel with the
implementation of main production objectives, research
was carried out in relation to the introduction of innovative
technologies for mining and processing of sands from the
terrace alluvial deposits of Irelyakh.
The mine trucks hauled 13,961,400 tons of material,
with the transport turnover reaching 68,928,400 ton-km.
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Nyurba Mining Division
The most recently established of all ALROSA’s mining
divisions, Nyurba Mining Division, operates in the Nakyn
diamond field producing diamonds from the primary ore
and alluvial gravels of the Nyurba pipe. Diamonds are
recovered at Ore Treatment Plant No.15 that operates on a
seasonal basis and Plant No.16 that possesses one of the
world’s best technology and high level of process automation. In 2007 the Nyurba Mining Division accounted for
24.1% of the Company’s mining production in terms of
value and 19% of the total mining operations of ALROSA.
The mining production plan was fulfilled to 102.5%; about
USD572.3 million worth of diamonds was produced and
the total volume of material handled amounted to
8,769,000 m3 as compared with the planned target of
8,754,200 m3.
During the reporting year thickening and stockpiling of
tailings from the Company’s ore treatment plants was carried out. At Plant No.15 (the Nyurba Mining Division) an
optical separation unit of OptoSort-Gemstar 600 type was
tested to determine the concentration efficiency of the
optical separation technique using regular material processed at that plant.
The mine trucks hauled 23,988,300 tons of material,
with the transportation turnover reaching 67,540,000 tonkm.
Anabar Mining Division
The Company’s northernmost Anabar Mining Division
exploits alluvial deposits of Kholomolokh, Istok and Creek
53. Gravels are treated at Plant No.13 plant that operates
on a seasonal basis and at the modular Istok plant. The
Anabar Mining Division accounts for 2.2% of the Company’s diamond production and 4.8% of the volume of mining
operations. The diamond production plan was fulfilled to
105.0%: USD52.5 million worth of rough diamonds was
produced and 2,237,000 m3 of broken rock handled.
The mine trucks hauled 6,283,000 tons of material and
the transportation turnover reached 5,545,300 ton-km.
The year of 2007 was the last year of operation for the
Anabar Mining Division. Effective from January 01, 2008 all

assets and deposits operated by this division have been
transferred to an ALROSA subsidiary OAO «Almazy
Anabara» (Anabar Diamonds).

MARKETING. SALES OF ROUGH DIAMONDS.
MANUFACTURE AND SALES
OF POLISHED DIAMONDS
In 2007 the situation in the world’s diamond markets
was marked by the demand exceeding the supply and
growing prices for rough and polished diamonds. The
cumulative rough and polished diamond trade turnover
grew by 16.2% in comparison with the 2006 level. Only
during H2 of 2007 the average world rough diamond prices
grew by 7.5%. The trend towards further growth of rough
diamond prices is expected to persist, because currently
there are hardly any sources that would be able to supply
excessive amounts of rough in the markets. 2007 also saw
growing polished prices too. At year end the overall price
index calculated on the basis of the Rapaport price sheet
was 11%, while the index for large diamonds exceeded
20%.
During the reporting year the rough and polished diamond markets demonstrated different levels of activities
in respect of three categories of goods: high quality, commercial-grade and lower quality goods. Buoyant markets
for high quality goods encouraged a fast increase in prices.
In general, a balance was maintained between the demand
and supply of commercial-grade goods, while a higher level
of activity was reported in the markets for larger goods
(1 to 5 carats).

The proportion of the domestic market in the ALROSA
sales in terms of value decreased from 44.1% in 2006 to
36.4% in 2007. This was attributed to the limited supply of
Indian goods to the domestic market as their manufacture
in the Russian Federation was found uneconomical.
The proportion of rough diamond sales in external markets reached 63.6%. Pursuant to a decision taken by the
European Commission De Beers continued to reduce its
purchases of rough diamonds from ALROSA. In this context the role of the Company’s representative offices in
Belgium, the UK, Israel and Angola, as well as the role of
the newly established subsidiaries in Hong Kong and the
USA became more significant. The reporting year was
marked by the intensification of activities of ALROSA’s
sales network abroad, with the overall sales by the
ALROSA foreign-based trading subsidiaries amounting to
USD154 million. Information about the current market situation obtained directly in the world’s major diamond trading centres improved to a significant degree the efficiency
of sales of rough diamonds produced by the Company and

made it possible to promptly respond to any, even minor,
fluctuations in the demand.
In 2007, the Company conducted eight international
auctions to sell diamonds of special sizes, i.e. over 10.8
carats. The auctions were closed, i.e. only for invited participants who were selected by a special panel of experts.
The contract value of the sales at the international auctions
amounted to USD 238.9 million (an increase by 10.7% in
comparison with 2006), including sales of USD11.2 million
to Russian enterprises and USD 227.7 million to foreign
companies.
In 2007 polished diamond prices continued to grow
after a several months decrease in 2006. The price growth
was determined by following main factors: rising prices for
rough diamonds and steady demand for polished diamonds
in the international markets.
The sales of polished diamonds by ALROSA increased
by 10.7% in 2007 in comparison with the 2006 level and
reached USD 156.2 million.

Sales of Polished Diamonds
USD Mln
Indicator

Sales of polished diamonds

2005
Report

2006
Report

Plan

2007
Report

%
of plan

%
of 2006

%
of 2005

143.7

141.1

146.7

156.2

106.5

110.7

108.7

ALROSA sells its rough diamonds both on the international and domestic markets. On the external market rough
diamonds are sold to De Beers and on the open market.
Domestically rough diamonds are sold to the RF State
Depositary and to Russian diamond manufacturers, including ALROSA’s subsidiary - «Brillianty ALROSA».
The sales of rough diamonds by the ALROSA Group in
2007 are presented in the table below:

Sales of Rough Diamonds
Millions of USD
Indicator
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2005
Actual

Rough diamond sales. Total
incl. in external markets
in domestic market

2 105.9
1 340.0
765.9

Rough diamond sales. Total
incl. in external markets
in domestic market

606.5
260.9
345.6

Rough diamond sales. Total
incl. in external markets
in domestic market

2 712.4
1 600.9
1 111.5

2006
Actual

Plan

2007
Actual

ALROSA Co. Ltd
2 225.8
2 124.0
2 129.5
1 351.0
1 368.5
1 426.3
874.8
755.5
703.1
OAO «ALROSA-Nyurba»
638.7
657.0
663.1
251.0
373.0
350.2
284.0
312.9
387.7
TOTAL
2 792.6
2 781.0
2 864.5
1 602.0
1 741.5
1 776.5
1 262.5
1 039.5
1 016.0

% of total
sales

%
of plan

%
of 2006

%
of 2005

100
67.0
33.0

100.3
104.2
93.7

95.7
105.6
80.4

101.1
106.4
91.8

100
52.8
47.2

100.9
93.9
110.2

103.8
139.5
80.7

109.3
134.2
90.5

100
63.6
36.4

100.4
102.0
97.7

97.5
110.9
80.5

103.0
111.0
91.4
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GEOLOGICAL PROSPECTING
AND EXPLORATION
Development prospects for ALROSA mines and the
entire Russian diamond mining sector are backed up by the
Company’s geological divisions that all together make up
the largest exploration complex in Russia, specialised in
solid minerals. The Company’s geological service consists
of three prospecting expeditions, one on-mine-site exploration division and a research unit - CNIGRI.
In 2007 the geological prospecting and exploration
activities were carried out in 66 areas in six diamondiferous districts of West Yakutia and in four districts of the
Russian North-West and in the Republic of Angola.
Pursuant to the decisions taken earlier in relation to
intensification of diamond prospecting and exploration,
financing was increased in 2007 by 16.3% in comparison
with the 2006 level. The performance indicators in physical
terms exceeded the indicators of 2006 by 12%.
Geological prospecting and exploration work was
financed from three sources: ALROSA’s own funds (RUB
2,496.1 million), funds of OAO «ALROSA-Nyurba» (RUB
266.5 million) and the federal budget (RUB 2.8 million).
In 2007 a balance was maintained between detailed

Summer is high season for fieldwork
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exploration near the existing diamond mining centres and
investigation of new unexplored territories. This refers
first of all to the northern and eastern parts of the Yakutian
Diamondiferous Province.
In the Sredne-Markhinsky diamondiferous district,
intensive prospecting was continued within the Nakyn diamond field and its flanks. Exploration was completed and
the ore reserves registered in the Botuobinskaya deposit
and the buried alluvial deposit of Nyurbinskaya in the operational zone of the Nyurba Mining Division. Exploration of
the Mayskoye new deposit was also carried out in Nakyn.
In the Muno-Tyungsky diamondiferous district
prospecting was carried out in five areas. Exploration of
the kimberlite pipes of the Upper Muna kimberlite field was
completed, a feasibility study of the geological conditions
conducted and a report with reserve appraisal submitted to
and approved by the State Committee for Mineral
Resources (GKZ) of the RF Ministry of Natural Resources.
A certificate about the discovery of this deposit was
issued to the Company.
Prospecting of the Chimidikyan-Lindensky area was
completed and a final geological report compiled. Several
promising areas were located, within which it was recommended to continue prospecting for primary diamond
sources. An assessment of the diamondiferous capacity of
the riverbed alluvium in the Tyung and Chimidikyan rivers
was conducted and prognosticated resources of alluvial
diamonds appraised.
In the Malo-Botuobinsky diamondiferous district reconnaissance and prospecting work in six areas, which had not
been explored earlier to a sufficient degree, within the target area of Centralny-2 was completed and prospects for
discovery of diamonds assessed.
In the Daldyno-Alakitsky diamondiferous district
prospecting in the central part and at the south-western
flank of the Alakit-Markhinskoye field was continued
(Ozerny, Podtrappovy, Sredne-Morkokinsky and
Sokhsolokh-Markhinsky areas).
In the Konek-yug zone a new kimberlite body - Yuzhnaya pipe - was exposed and its assessment started.
According to the drill core sample processing data the kimberlites in this pipe are of low diamond grade.
A final geological report has been prepared on the
basis of the target-oriented investigation in the Prognozny-West area and some local zones identified as
prospecting for kimberlite finds.
In the Prilensky diamondiferous district prospecting
was continued in the Syungyudinsky area and an airborne
magnetic survey in the Sredne-Syungyudinsky area started.
A representative lot of diamonds was recovered in the
process of upgrading and final recovery of minibulk and
bulk samples of alluvial materials from deposits at the
Syungyude, Byrdzha and Tagan rivers. A number of
promising areas were outlined for further detailed
prospecting in the Syungyude river basin and within the
Lena-Syungyude interfluvial zone.
In the Anabar diamondiferous district verification of
the promising aeromagnetic anomalies was conducted by
drilling and mining work in the Billyakh zone of the
Verkhne-Kuonamsky area. As a result, five kimberlite pipes
were identified, including three low-grade diamondiferous
pipes.

Most advanced technologies are applied in exploration
Final geological reports were prepared for the VerkhneKuonamsky and Birigidinsky areas. Integrated airborne
geophysical surveys were begun in the Central Anabar
area.
In the Zimneberezhny diamondiferous district, kimberlite sills were exposed by drilling in the course of the verification work in the Kepinskaya area.
A database of promising magnetic anomalies was set
up for the Tovsky-2 area. Verification of 51 anomalies was
performed by drilling. Some areas with isolated diamond
crystals in drill core from exploration holes were identified.
Three anomalies were verified in the Yurkso-Dvinsky area.
In the Onega diamondiferous district, diamond crystals
were found in concentrates of samples collected from alluvial deposits of the Mudyuga and Sukhaya Vychera rivers.
A package of documents required to amend the license
agreement on use of subsoil resources in the Obokshinsky

area, Arkhangelsk Region, was prepared and submitted to
the Arkhangelsk Regional Department for Subsoil
Resources.
A field development plan has been developed for geological investigation of the North-West I, North-West II and
North-West III areas located within the territory of the
Republic of Karelia, RF, in the Karelia diamondiferous district. Office studies and laboratory analysis of field materials, as well as detailed studies of local magnetic anomalies
in the Gusinyi area were carried out to prepare for their
verification drilling.
In the Terskoberezhny diamondiferous district packages of documents have been prepared and submitted to
the Murmansk Department for Subsoil Resources with the
objective to amend the license agreement for use of subsoil resources in the Ust-Ponoyskaya and Ondomozerskaya areas, Murmansk Region.

2496
2229
1879

25

119

21

128

3

266
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CAPITAL
CONSTRUCTION
In 2007 the actual capital investments amounted to RUB
17,440.5 million. The construction of four most important
production facilities, i.e. underground mines of International, Mir, Udachny and Aikhal, was continued. Each of these
mines is being constructed under difficult engineering and
geotechnical conditions. The total investments in mine construction amounted to RUB 9,615.1 million, including:
* RUB 4,048.9 million for the Mir underground mine
* RUB 1,459.7 million for the International underground
mine
* RUB 1,653.1 million for the Aikhal underground mine
* RUB 1,699.5 million for the ‘Udachny’ underground
mine
* RUB 466.6 million for the production facilities in the
Nakyn diamond field
An amount of RUB 4,039.5 million was spent on other
industrial and non-industrial construction projects, of which
RUB 1,563.0 million on social facilities and non-industrial
construction projects, including purchase of housing. In
2007 the following housing facilities were commissioned: a
two-story 16-apartment block in the city of Mirny, an apartment block with built-in public facilities in the town of
Almazny, an 80-apartment house in the city of Orel and a
16-apartment house in the town of Aikhal. At the «Prometeus» resort a medical treatment building was completed
and the canteen renovated (1st stage). The total area of

new housing facilities commissioned reached 9,093 m2 (130
apartments). The following social facilities were constructed (the total capex of RUB 516.5 million) and handed over
to the municipalities of the Mirny District: morbid anatomy
department with a forensic medical unit in the city of Mirny,
and school for 750 students in the town of Udachny.
Drilling of four production oil wells was completed in the
Irelyakh oil and gas field, with the total investment amounting to RUB 262.9 million.
The capital expenditure on the OAO «ALROSA-Gaz»
facilities amounted to RUB 216.2 million. Technological
connections of the trunk gas pipeline Mirny-Aikhal-Udachny
were commissioned.
Out of the total capital expenditures, the funds spent on
construction and installation work, taking into account measures taken to reduce the cost of construction, amounted to
RUB 8,645.0 million. The cost of equipment supplied and
installed was RUB 2,813.4 million.
Capital construction-related design development and
associated survey work costs amounted to RUB 611.6 million.
In 2007, new non-current assets for a value of RUB
9,218.1 million were commissioned. The following facilities
were put into operation: administrative and general amenities building at the Mir underground mine; facilities for reinjection of open-pit mine water into the western fault of the
International open pit; mine development work on Level 8 of
the underground mine of International; tank farm for oil
products (six storage tanks) in the Nakyn diamond field.

6808

2479 2254

2693

2281

1563

1155

2005

Mining facilities

2006

Industrial facilities

Main Capital Construction Indicators
Millions of Rubles, incl. VAT
Description

Capital expendituress - Total
Equipment beyond the project cost estimates (Total)
Technical modernization
Equipment beyond the project cost estimate
for construction
Construction
Construction and installation - Total
General contracts of ALROSA’s
Capital Construction Department
Other general contracts
VAT for construction and installation
Equipment included in the project designs
R&D
Company’s enterprises, other expenses,
direct contracts, acquisition of housing
for employees

9615
6826

At the launch of Svetlynskaya Hydropower Plant

2007

Non-industrial
facilities

Reserve of ALROSA Co. Ltd.
Equipment beyond project cost estimate
for construction
Changes in the inventories of equipment
(storage, in transport, advance payments)
during the reporting period
Construction
(purchase of equipment included in the project designs)
TOTAL CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION
Long-term financial investments - Total
Construction of VGES-3 in the form
of loan for capex in current year
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2005
Report

2006
Report

Plan

2007
Report

14 113.2
2 554.4
2 524.7

13 087.1
2 843.5
2 354.4

18 920.1
3 466.7
2 891.8

17 440.5
3 569.7
3 003.9

%
of plan

%
of 2006

%
of 2005

92.2
103.0
103.9

133.3
125.5
127.6

123.6
139.7
119.0

29.7

489.1

574.9

565.8

98.4

115.7 by 19 times

11 558.8
6 586.9

10 243.6
6 476.2

15 453.4
9 259.5

13 870.8
8 645.0

89.8
93.4

135.4
133.5

120.0
131.2

5 502.5
399.3
685.1
2 018.8
444.2

5 852.9

8 443.1

7 905.9

93.6

135.1

143.7

279.8
343.5
1 303.3

307.2
509.2
3 240.1

299.3
439.8
2 813.4

97.4
86.4
86.8

107.0
128.0
215.9

75.0
64.2
139.4

448.4

599.9

611.6

102.0

136.4

137.7

2 508.9

2 015.7

2 253.9

1 800.8

79.9

89.3

71.8

0.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

-229.8

-121.8

272.1

276.2

-

-

-

33.8

-20.9

84.8

117.4

-

-

-

-263.6
13 883.4
741.1

-100.9
12 965.3

187.3
19 192.2

158.8
17 716.7

92.3

136.6

127.6

1 072.0

646.9

646.9

100.0

60.3

87.3

719.1

1 072.0

646.9

646.9

100.0

60.3

90.0
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TRANSPORT, SUPPLIES AND LOGISTICS
The remote location of the Company’s structural divisions in relation to main transport routes necessitates
delivery of the bulk of the required materials and technical
resources for the Company’s operations by river transport
during the shipping season. This requires an efficient
mechanism of transport and supply services.
Transport, supplies and logistics are handled successfully by the Company’s transport and logistics complex,
consisting of a special transport department operating a
fleet of trucks, an aviation division with the Company’s
own fleet of passenger and cargo airplanes and helicopters, a river port and storage facilities with terminals
both in and outside of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia).
An amount of RUB 16,965.1 million was spent in 2007
for purchase of materials and technical resources. This
exceeded the 2006 level by 22.4%. In physical terms,
552,000 tons of supplies was delivered, or by 11.2% more
than in 2006.
823,900 tons of cargos were handled, which is more by
27,300 tons than in the previous year.
The costs related to the maintenance of storage facilities and transportation from the incoming terminals in the
cities of Lensk, Mirny and Udachny to storehouses at the
Company’s operations amounted to RUB 2,557 million. The
proportion of internal transport and storage costs in the
cost structure was 57% and 43%, respectively.

In the river port of Lensk during the shipping season
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TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
In 2007 a considerable amount of obsolete and worndown machinery and equipment was replaced to ensure
attainment of the Company’s production targets, maintain
and improve the Company’s facilities, technologies applied
by it and overall efficiency of the operations.
The capital expenditure on technical modernization of
ALROSA’s operations amounted to RUB 3,003.9 million.
Emphasis was put on modernization of mining and ore
treatment facilities (RUB 1,478.2 million or 49.2%), transport (RUB 517.0 million or 17%) and geological services
(RUB 413.6 million or 13.8%).
The following main equipment was purchased for development of operations: two CAT-385 shovels and one CAT325 shovel; three D9R bulldozers, D6R, T-35, CAT-834G,
seven B10.2112 units, five B10MB.0122 units, K-702, loaders CAT-988H, Dressta, three tractors K-703, eight TLT-8
tractors, two LHD units of TORO-400E type, an underground drill CMM-2A, an underground continuous miner of
KP-21 type, mine trucks for underground operations of
MT-2020 and MT-2010 types, BELAZ mine trucks for openpit mining (15 units), five CAT-77F units, X-ray luminescent
separators (41 units), an integrated set of equipment for
thermochemical diamond cleaning, an industrial-scale
OptoSort separator, mobile ore treatment plants (3 units),
borehole logging stations of KAMK-1 type (6 units), airborne magnetic complex «Aeromaster-100», drills
(9 units), drill rigs (10 units), an integrated instrument for
spectrometric gamma-logging, aeromagnitometer «Aeromaster-100», equipment for petrographic analysis of minerals and polished thin sections, magnetovariation stations
with quantum transducer (4 units), geological stations for
magnetotelluric sensing (2 units), UHF unit for kimberlite
destruction, front-end loader, pipe laying machine
TG-124A, 16 Volvo truck tractors, two Mi-171 helicopters.
In 2007 R&D, scientific, engineering and technical services were provided for a total of RUB 800.6 million.
YakutNiproAlmaz Institute carried out research on 42 thematic subjects.
The economic efficiency of introduction of 63 developments in 2007 is expected to be in the order of RUB 1,287.5
million.
The cost of design development and survey work was
RUB 740.1 million, including RUB 267.6 million for the work
carried out directly by the YakutNiproAlmaz Institute. The
main projects for which design development work was performed are the underground mines Mir, Udachny, Aikhal
and International, the facilities in the Nakyn diamond field,
as well as other industrial, administrative and civil engineering projects.

Africa is a region of strategic importance for ALROSA

DIVERSIFICATION OF ACTIVITIES.
SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES
ALROSA’s subsidiaries and affiliated companies carry
out operations in the following main areas:
- diamond production from primary kimberlite and alluvial deposits and manufacture of polishing of diamonds;
- construction of diamond mines and associated facilities, electricity generating plants, gas pipeline and other
facilities;
- natural gas and oil production and transportation;
- supplies, trading, resort and hotel operations;
- freight transportation;

- credit and financial transactions.
In 2007 the long-term financial investments of the Company in the form of increased participation stakes in the
authorized capitals of companies, additional contributions
to authorized capitals and increases in the aggregate
founders’ contribution amounted to RUB 1,439.6 million.
Revenues from sales of products, execution of work
and provision of services by the subsidiaries and affiliated
companies of the ALROSA Group amounted to RUB
40,518.9 million and the net profit was RUB 6,607.8 million.
The dividends distributed to ALROSA from its affiliated companies amounted to RUB 2,873.5 million and the
actual amount obtained was RUB 2,381.4 million.

Basic Performance Values of Affiliated and Dependent
Companies of the ALROSA Group
Millions of Rubles
%
of plan

%
of 2006

%
of 2005

40 518.9

92.8

89.2

112.3

6 607.8

108.3

64.3

61.4

2 986.7

2 873.5

96.2

983.0

975.4

99.2

2005
Reported

2006
Reported

Plan

Revenues from sales of products
(work, services)

36 090.7

45 430.3

43 676.7

Net profit (loss) for reporting period

10 768.7

10 281.6

6 103.4

Dividends payable
to ALROSA Co. Ltd.

710.5

738.3

Pension deductions to meet
the pension obligations
of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

785.8

899.0

Description

2007
Reported

by 3.9 times by 4.0 times

108.5

124.1
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HUMAN RESOURCE POLICY
AND PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
Traditionally, one of the most valuable assets of
ALROSA is its personnel and the Company’s personnel
management policy is aimed at efficient use of its human
resources.
As of the end of 2007, the Company employed 35,328
people, a decrease by 486 employees during the reporting
year. The labour productivity target was attained for all the
production stages by the entire Company, as well as by its
individual structural divisions. The average salary/wage
per employee was 35,900 per month, an increase by 12.6%
in comparison with the previous year.
During the reporting year 250 graduates were recruited
by ALROSA, of whom 223 persons are university graduates and 27 persons are graduates from occupational and
technical schools.
Education, upgrading of skills and qualifications of
managerial and operating personnel was carried out at the
Company’s Personnel Training Centre and at training
courses at ALROSA mines and the Mirny regional technical
college. Skilled workers and technicians were also trained
in specialized occupational schools (Nos. 28 and 30).
About 2,823 managers, specialists and supervisors
received different types of training. The list of jobs, in
which workers are trained, includes over 100 specialities;
5,144 workers received training and improved their skills.
For the performance of certain types of work at the
Company’s facilities that are in the process of construction
the Company recruited skilled personnel to operate on a
‘commuter’ basis. As of 31.12.2007, 580 residents of the
local districts - Anabar, Vilyuisky, Verkhne-Vilyuisky, Nyurba, Olenyoksky, Suntar Uluses - work for the Company
under indefinite term employment agreements.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
FOR THE COMPANY’S EMPLOYEES
ALROSA was the first in the nomination «Remuneration of Labour and Social Benefits» in the national contest
«High Social Efficiency in a Russian Organisation» conducted in 2007. The Company has participated in this contest since 2000 and has won awards in such nominations as
«Working Conditions and Labour Protection», «For
Achievements in Social Issues» and «High Social Efficiency in a Russian Organisation in Mining Industry».
The main document regulating the social and labour
relations in the Company is the Collective Bargaining
Agreement concluded between the ALROSA management
and the interregional trade union of the Company’s employees «ProfAlmaz». This document is one of the most
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advanced in its kind in Russia with respect to the corporate
social guarantees it provides for. It also specifies a procedure for provision of social guarantees for the residents of
the Far North region that had previously been regulated by
the Russian legislation.
The Company’s social policy is aimed at implementing
corporate programs in the interests of the employees and
resolving any issues related to provision of favourable
working conditions and recreation opportunities for
employees and their families. If required, medical services
in leading medial centres of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and the Russian Federation are provided to employees
at the cost of the Company. The Company supports also
organisation of cultural and sports events, operation of the
municipal services, and provision of adequate living conditions for the Company’s retirees.
Construction of a 72 apartment-block was commenced
in the city of Mirny with shared participation funding by
ALROSA employees through opening of credit line by the
Commercial Bank «MAK-Bank» .
In 2007 the Company’s Regulation on Loans to Individuals - Company employees for housing mortgage payments
to be provided by the Commercial Bank «MAK-Bank» was
still effective. In addition, the following regulatory documents were adopted in order to improve the Company’s
housing policy:
* Regulation on the Residential Properties of ALROSA
Co. Ltd.;
* Regulation on the terms and procedures for free use
by the Company’s employees of housing facilities included
in the Residential Properties of ALROSA Co. Ltd.;
* Regulation on the terms and procedures for free use
by the Company’s employees of facilities for temporary
accommodation included in the Residential Properties of
ALROSA Co. Ltd.;
* Regulation on corporate assistance for ALROSA
employees in case of purchase of private housing;
* Regulation on the terms and procedures for purchase
of private housing by ALROSA employees.
The corporate support related to bank loans amounted
to RUB 4.4 million in 2007.
One of the most essential aspects of the Company’s
social policy is its «Healthcare Programme», the purpose
of which is to provide skilled medical services to ALROSA
employees. In 2007 the expenditure on healthcare amounted to RUB 175.0 million, including RUB 148.7 million for
provision of medical services through «SK ALROSA» and
«SakhaMedStrakh» insurance companies.
Medical treatment for employees was provided both in
local medical institutions and other regions. Medical examination and treatment in medical centres of the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia) and the Russian Federation was provided

to 2,757 persons. About 8,800 employees, or 25% of the
total workforce, were vaccinated against influenza. The
time-loss sickness rate was reduced by 2.8%.
In accordance with ALROSA’s programme for recreation and resort services, including recreational opportunities for children and preventive treatment in the Company’s
preventive treatment centres, 15,956 vouchers were paid
by the Company in an amount of RUB 375.4 million. Recreation funds were allocated in an amount of RUB 22.3 million (95.4%) for 967 children in external recreational
camps and 2,428 children in local camps.
Special attention was paid by ALROSA to cultural and
sports activities for its employees. In 2007 the Company
spent an amount of RUB 268.1 million for events organized
within the framework of the Company’s «Culture and
Sports Programme».
The Company has its own community centres, clubs and
sports facilities with 393 permanent sports groups providing services to over 13,000 persons.
The main cultural and sports events in 2007 were the
celebration of the 50th anniversary of the establishment of
the YakutAlmaz Trust and the 375th anniversary of the
accession of Yakutia to the Russian State, as well as

ALROSA resort at the Black Sea

matches of the Indoor Soccer World Cup in the cities of
Mirny and Lensk and the youth festival «Mirny’s Songs of
Peace»
During the reporting year, the Company provided sponsor aid and support to individuals, various public and
municipal organisations, governmental agencies and communities for a total of RUB 284.8 million.

Health Resort ALROSA Ltd on the Bkack Sea coast
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EXTERNAL RELATIONS
In 2007 the external activities of ALROSA were aimed
at creating a friendly environment in order to attain the production goals set by the Company. Special attention was
paid to implementation of strategic development programmes aimed at further expansion of trade and economic relations with foreign partners, efficient operation of
joint ventures and development of a sales and distribution
network with the objective to strengthen the Company’s
leading positions in the world’s diamond markets.
One of the top priority areas continues to be expansion
of the Company’s mineral resources. In this connection,
ALROSA continues to develop its cooperation with the
Republic of Angola. In 2007 an agreement was signed with
«Endiama», Angola’s state-owned diamond mining company, on joint prospecting over an area of 3,000 km2 in the
Cacolo municipality. Also ALROSA entered into an agreement with «Sonangol», the National Fuel Company of Angola, and Dark Oil (an Angolan oil company) on prospecting
and exploration for oil and natural gas in a number of
regions of Angola.
Some new countries in Africa, such as the Republic of
Namibia, the Democratic Republic of Congo, the Republic of
Sierra-Leone and some others, have been added to the
Company’s sphere of interests.
An essential area for the Company’s activities is the
development of its own sales network through an extensive
use of its existing and establishing new trading companies
abroad, mainly in the world’s major diamond centres: Belgium, the UK, Hong Kong, Dubai, Israel and the USA.
Taking into account the significance of the Belgian diamond market and efforts made by the Antwerp World Diamond Centre (AWDC) to maintain the image of diamonds

and the world’s diamond market as well as its the high international reputation, in October 2007 ALROSA jointly with
the Diamond Chamber of Russia signed an updated Agreement of Co-operation with the AWDC. In addition, within
the framework of its participation in the Antwerp diamond
conference ALROSA organized a promotional event
«ALROSA’s Night in Antwerp» and an auction of rough diamonds.
The prospects of Asian markets and the leading positions of some Asian nations in consumption of polished diamonds and diamond jewellery encouraged ALROSA to take
part in major jewellery fairs in Japan and Hong Kong.
Another event expanding the geography of ALROSA’s
external relations was signing in 2007 of an Agreement on
Co-operation between ALROSA Co. Ltd. and the Government of the Republic of Armenia in diamond and jewellery
manufacture» providing for exchanges of information and
coordinating the activities in order to strengthen the competitive positions of Russian and Armenian diamond manufacturers in the world market.
In order to develop the Company’s external relations
and strengthen its positions as a leader in the world’s diamond industry, in September 2007 a meeting was held in
Moscow with heads of the diplomatic missions of the diamond producing and manufacturing countries. A visit of
diplomats to the Company’s facilities in West Yakutia was
organized. The participation of the heads of missions of
Angola, Zimbabwe, Israel, Democratic Republic of Congo,
Namibia, Tanzania, South Africa and Japan - the countries
with a lot of influence in the diamond business - as well as
deputies of the heads of diplomatic missions of Belgium,
Canada and Sierra-Leone, demonstrates their serious
interest to ALROSA and recognition of its international
reputation.

Conservation of the unique nature of the Far North is a key priority for ALROSA

REGIONAL POLICY
The regional policy of ALROSA is aimed at strengthening and improving relations between the Company and the
districts (uluses) of the Diamond Province: Anabar,
Olenyok, Verkhnevilyuisky, Vilyuisky, Suntar, Nyurba,
Lensk and Mirny districts.
In 2007, the Company allocated and spent on its regional development programme RUB 124 million with an
emphasis on the following aspects:
* recreation opportunities for children;
* construction and repairs of agricultural facilities, purchase of construction materials;
* organisation of transportation of agricultural produce from remote areas;
* purchase of machinery and equipment, fuel and lubricants;
* assistance to agricultural enterprises;
* financial and material assistance to socially vulnerable groups of people.
During the reporting year 260 children from local communities of the Diamond Province spent their summer
vacations in the Company’s recreational camps and 39 children at the Choldobukov Health and Recreation Centre.

ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY
Delegation of diamond producing and manufacturing countries
on a visit to the ALROSA Diamond Sorting Centre in Mirny
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In 2007 the environmental protection efforts by
ALROSA were aimed at resolving issues associated with

its operations and having regional significance, as well as
at bringing the Company’s environmental management system into compliance with the up-to-date requirements of
the federal and regional legislation and the legal and regulatory framework. In 2007 the Company’s expenditure on
environmental protection purposes was RUB 3,667.4 million, including the following:
* current environmental protection expenses - RUB
1,869.4 million, of which:
- conservation and sound use of water resources
RUB 1,161.2 million
- air pollution abatement
RUB 268.0 million
RUB 318.8 million
- environment protection
- land reclamation
RUB 121.7 million
* payments for air and water pollution through exhaust
emissions and wastewater discharge - RUB 80.9 million
* major repairs of environmental protection equipment
- RUB 42.1 million
* capital expenditure on environmental construction
projects - RUB 1,549.2 million
The construction of facilities for injection of mine water
from open pits to the Western geological fault; construction of an accumulating pond for municipal wastewater on
the Soksolookh River; construction of a vehicle wash unit
with wastewater treatment and water recycling facilities in
the city of Lensk was continued. The modernization of the
biological wastewater treatment facilities in Mirny, Aikhal,
Udachny and Lensk.
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ACCOUNTING POLICY
Accounting in ALROSA Co. Ltd. is performed in conformity with the Federal Law on Accounting and provisions
of the Regulation on Accounting in the Russian Federation.
Accounting for 2007 has been accomplished in the
Company by reporting of cost items as required by the relevant accounting rules and regulations with adopted
amendments. The numerical values for the previous year
are given for comparison with the respective figures for
the reported year and have been converted accordingly to
compatible values.
The explanatory note attached to the annual accounting
report provides additional information referring to the
financial and economic performance of the Company.
Non-current assets
The initial value of non-current assets purchased by the
Company is determined on the basis of their actual cost,
less the cumulative depreciation charges.
The initial value of non-current assets purchased by the
Company is reported in accordance with the actual costs
and includes the cost of purchase, installation and manufacture minus the refundable taxes.
Depreciation of non-current assets used for mineral
(diamond) production is calculated based on the volumes
of production calculated for each mineral deposit.
Non-current assets not related directly to mineral production are depreciated by the linear method during the
period of their usage.
The cost of reconstruction, expansion and modernization of non-current assets is capitalized. The cost of maintenance and current repairs, as well as minor renovation is
reported as expenses, as long as they are incurred. Minor
renovations include expenses resulting in no qualitative
technical improvement of a given facility.
Profit and loss associated with non-current assets
retirement are reported in the Company’s profit and loss
statement, as long as they appear.
Intangible Assets
Intangible assets are reported on the balance sheet
based on the actual expenses for their purchase, manufacture or treatment to bring them into condition suitable for
the planned use minus the depreciation deductions. The
depreciation of the intangible assets is calculated by the
linear method during the period of their use.
Inventories
Industrial inventories used for diamond production,
construction and other types of activities are reported in
the accounting books based on the actual cost of their purchase or production cost, including the non-refunded part
of the VAT. The value of inventories includes all expenses
associated with their actual (purchase) price, including the
cost of delivery to the Company’s warehouses. The general commercial and storage expenses of the Supplies and
Logistics Department do not increase the value of the
industrial inventories and are considered to be expenses of
a respective period. When any inventories are transferred
form the warehouse to any production unit or any other
unit they are evaluated on the basis of the «First-in-firstout» principle (FIFO).
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The final products (natural diamonds) and any intermediate products in the process of production (work-inprogress) relating to ore mining production and recovery
of diamonds are evaluated on the basis of the actual
expenses incurred.
Sales Revenues and Cost of Sales
Revenues from sales of products (work performed or
services rendered) are reported in the Company’s accounts
with due consideration of the following provisions:
* A given organisation is entitled to obtain revenues on
the basis of a concrete contract or if they are confirmed in
any other appropriate way;
* There is confidence in the economic benefits for a
given organisation;
* The ownership for a product has been transferred to
a buyer or the work (service) performed has been accepted
by a customer.
* The amount of earnings and the expenses incurred
can be determined in a definite way.
Revenues from construction and installation work are
reported as soon as the respective structural elements or
phases of construction have been completed.
In a profit and loss statement the reported sales revenues include sales revenues from sales of products
(goods, work or services) generated by the main types of
the Company’s operations and auxiliary activities of the
Company minus the VAT, excise and customs duties.
The sales cost associated with sales of natural diamonds is determined based on an average actual production cost of 1 carat and the sales quantities in terms of
caratage. The average actual production cost of 1 carat is
calculated based on the expenses incurred in the course of
diamond production reported in the accounting documents
in conformity with the rules specified in the RF Regulation
on Accounting, «Expenses by an Organisation» and the
Instruction on accounting of costs and determination of
the production cost (cost of work) in the diamond mining
industry.
The production cost of final products (cost of work or
services) at auxiliary or service facilities for sale is determined on the basis of the actual expenses incurred for production of final products (cost of work or services) recorded in conformity with the corporate accounting standards.
Financial Investments
Any assets of the Company are accepted for accounting as financial investments only if the following terms and
conditions are met simultaneously:
* there are appropriate documents in place confirming
the ownership of the Company for the given assets and its
right to obtain monetary funds or other assets associated
with that ownership right;
* Any financial risks associated with financial investments are with the Company (risks of changes in prices,
risk of insolvency, etc.);
* The given assets are capable to bring benefits
(income) for the Company in the future.
The initial value of securities acquired against payment
is assumed to be equal to the amount of actual expenses
for their acquisition less the refundable taxes.

For the purpose of their subsequent evaluation any
financial investments are divided into two groups: financial
investments for which their current market value can be
determined and financial investments for which no current
market value is determined. The Company had re-evaluated in 2007 the current market value of the shares of NNGM
«SakhaNefteGaz» and the SberBank of Russia. Other
financial investments have been reported in the Company’s
accounting on the basis of their initial cost.
In case of withdrawal of any assets accounted as financial investments, evaluation is made using a method based
on the initial cost of the given financial securities acquired
first (FIFO method). The shares purchased on the basis of
purchase agreements, for which the current market value is
not determined or there is no evaluation in place made by
an independent valuator, are evaluated on the basis of net
assets of the organisation, which had issued the given
shares.
Provisions
The accounting policy of the Company implies creation
of a provision for operating expenses associated with seasonal work and establishment of a provision in its farming
division for the case of poor harvest results and a provision for bad debts of buyers and customers. The provision
for bad debts is set up for an amount of the accounts
receivable from buyers with the term of their origin of over
two years after the date for fulfilment of the obligations
stipulated for in a respective agreement.
Any accounts receivable are recorded in the books
based on the invoiced amount charged for shipped goods
(work performed or services provided) less the provision
for bad debts.
Foreign currency transactions
Any transactions in foreign currency are reported in
the accounting records in Russian Rubles (RUB) on the
basis of the exchange rates of the RF Central Bank as of
the date of transaction and the date of accounting. Monetary items (cash, short-term securities, accounting instruments and target-oriented financing funds) expressed in
terms of foreign currency are reported on the basis of the
exchange rates of the RF Central Bank as of the end of the
reporting period. Non-monetary items with their initial
value expressed in foreign currency are reported on the
basis of the exchange rate on the date of the ownership
transfer.
Any profit or loss arising from exchange rate differences between the date of accounting records for respective transactions and the reporting date of recalculation of
assets and liabilities to amounts in Rubles, are reported in
the Company’s profit and loss statement.
Deferred Income Tax
Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are calculated in relation to all time differences determined in
accordance with the Regulation on Accounting «Records
Relating to Income Tax». The deferred income tax is calculated for all time differences between the tax basis of
assets and liabilities and their balance-sheet value recorded in the accounting records. Deferred assets and liabilities are calculated using the tax rates applicable for a

given reporting period. Time differences exist in relation
to evaluation and depreciation of non-current assets, provisions and expenditures, which are related in the accounting records to the financial result, before they are recognized for taxation.
Derivative Financial Instruments
In the process of diamond sales the Company uses certain financial instruments, mainly forward contracts in foreign currency, and this implies reporting of derivative
financial instruments at a fair value. Profit (loss) resulting
from changes in the fair value is recognized in the Company’s profit and loss statement.
Research and Development Expenses
R & D expenses are recognized provided compliance
with the following conditions:
* Possibility for determination and substantiation of
the incurred expenses;
* Documental confirmation of the work implementation;
* Use of the results for operational and managerial purposes with an objective to obtain future economic benefits;
* Possibility to demonstrate the use of the R&D
results.
If the above conditions are nonexistent, the expenses
related to R&D are recognized under the Cost Item «Other
Expenses» for a respective reporting period.
Writing-off of the R&D expenses is made by applying
the linear method to the expense item for regular activities
from the 1st day of the month following the month when
the given work has been completed, provided that the
specified R&D results were used for production or sale of
products (goods, work or services) or for managerial purposes of a given organization. The timeframe for writing
off the R&D expenses is determined on the basis of the
expected time for the use of the R&D results, during which
the organization can obtain economic benefits (revenues),
but not more than five years.
Expenses Associated with Development
of Natural Resources
Expenses associated with development of natural
resources are the expenses for geological prospecting and
exploration of mineral resources and associated preparatory work.
Any expenses for development of natural resources
relating to a specific subsoil area recognized as unsuccessful are reported for the purpose of taxation from the
first day of the month following the month, when the Company notified the territorial department of the authority in
charge of management of the state-owned subsoil
resources.
Performed geological prospecting work reported in
accordance with the prescribed procedure is considered
as deferred expenses and reported as ‘other expenses’,
provided that the financing source is not the state budget
or any extra-budgetary state funds. The expenses for mineral resources development are written off in a uniform
manner during 12 months or 5 years depending on the type
of the work performed.
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REPORT BY THE STATUTORY AUDITOR OOO “FBK”
to Shareholders of ALROSA Co. Ltd.
on financial (accounting) records of ALROSA Co. Ltd. for 2007
AUDITOR'S REPORT
on Financial Records of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Statutory Auditor
Description:
Limited Liability Company "Finansoviye i Bukhgalterskiye Konsultanti"(OOO "FBK")
Registered Address:
44/1, Ul. Myasnitskaya, Bldg. 2AB, Moscow 101990, Russia
State Registration:
Registered by the Moscow Registration Chamber on November 15, 1993, Registration Certificate: Series YuZ 3 No.484.583 RP.
Recorded in the Unified State Register of Legal Entities on July 24, 2002 under the main State Registration No.1027700058286.
License:
Audit License No.E 000001 of April 10, 2002 issued by the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation for a term of five years.
Under RF Ministry of Finance Order No. 287 of April 5, 2007 the audit license was renewed for another five years, effective from
from April 10, 2007.
Membership in accredited professional auditor associations:
Non-profit partnership "Institute of Professional Accountants and Auditors of Russia"

We have audited the attached financial (accounting) statements of ALROSA Co. Ltd. for the period from January 01 to December 31, 2007 inclusive.
The financial (accounting) statements of ALROSA Co. Ltd. are comprised of:
- a balance sheet;
- a profit and loss statement;
- annexes to the balance sheet and the profit and loss statement;
- an explanatory note.
The responsibility for the preparation and submission of these financial (accounting) statements is with the Executive Board of
ALROSA Co. Ltd. Our responsibility is to express an opinion with respect to the accuracy of all material aspects of the said records
and the compliance of the accounting procedures applied with the relevant legislation of the Russian Federation based on our audit.
We conducted the audit in conformity with:
1. the Federal Law "On Audit";
2. the Federal rules (standards) relating to audit procedures;
3. the Rules (standards) for audit approved by the Commission for Audit under the RF President where these are not in conflict
with the respective Federal rules (standards);
4. Internal corporate audit standards, procedures and instructions.
The audit was planned and conducted in order to obtain sufficient assurance that the financial (accounting) statements are free
from any material inaccuracies and misstatements. The audit was performed on a sample basis and included examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting amounts and disclosures in the financial (accounting) statements relating to the Auditee's activities, as well
as assessing the accounting principles and methods used and significant estimates made by the Auditee's management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial (accounting) statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion on the accuracy of the given financial (accounting) statements and the compliance of the accounting procedures used with
the laws of the Russian Federation.

Auditee
Description:
ALROSA Company Limited (Closed Joint-stock Company), hereinafter referred to as ALROSA Co. Ltd.
Location:
6, Ul. Lenina, Mirny, 678170, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
State Registration:
Registered by the Mirny District (Ulus) Administration, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) on August 13t, 1992, Certificate Ser.14
No.000724010.
Recorded in the Unified State Register of Legal Entities on July 17, 2002 under the main State Registration No.1021400967092.

In our opinion, the financial (accounting) statements of ALROSA Co. Ltd. present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the Company at December 31st, 2007, as well as the results of its financial and economic activities for the period from
January 01st through December 31st, 2007, inclusive, in conformity with the RF applicable legislation and the accepted accounting
policy.
March 28th, 2008

President of OOO «FBK»

S.M. Shapiguzov
(on the basis of the Statute)

Audit Manager

A.P. Surayev
(Qualification Certificate for General Audit
No.K 019200 with no limitation of time of validity)
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CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Accounting Balance Sheet / Form No.1
Millions of Rubles

ASSETS

Code of Line

At beginning
of year

At year
end

Profit & Loss Statement / Form No. 2 /
I. NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Intangible assets
R&D expenses
Tangible assets
Construction in progress
Profitable investments in material values
Long-term financial investments
Deferred tax assets
Other non-current assets
Subtotal for Section I
II. CURRENT ASSETS
Inventories
Value-added tax on purchased values
Long-term accounts receivable
Short-term accounts receivable
Short-term financial investments
Cash
Other current assets

Millions of Rubles
110
113
120
130
135
140
145
150
190

2
79
62 666
20 214
873
24 912
484
85
109 315

1
37
64 387
28 076
855
32 382
483
145
126 366

210
220
230
240
250
260
270

18 350
1 150
2 482
10 998
10 117
245
20

19 794
1 176
2 474
8 393
9 884
12 088
24

Subtotal for Section II

290

43 362

53 834

BALANCE

300

152 677

180 199

Code of Line

At beginning
of year

At year
end

LIABILITIES

III. EQUITY AND PROVISIONS
Authorized capital
Added capital
Reserve capital
Undistributed profit (uncovered loss)
Subtotal for Section III

410
420
430
470,471

2 701
13 242
540
77 259
93 742

2 701
12 728
540
89 672
105 640

Description of items

2007

2006

71 894

75 847

(34 767)

(34 093)

Gross revenue

37 127

41 754

Commercial expenses

(2 842)

(2 869)

Managerial expenses

(10 940)

(18 183)

23 345

20 702

1 173

659

(4 181)

(3 772)

Income from participation in other companies

2 873

738

Other operational earnings

79 451

92 348

Other operational expenses

(83 370)

(89 894)

19 291

20 781

Deferred tax payments

2

82

Deferred tax obligations

(385)

287

(4 745)

(5 564)

(30)

(28)

14 133

15 559

1. Revenues and costs relating to regular types of activities
Net revenue from sales of products and services
(less VAT, excise duties and similar compulsory charges)
Production cost of sold products and services

Sales revenues (loss):

2. Other revenues and expenses
Interests receivable
Interests payable

Pre-tax profit (loss):

Current income tax
IV. LONG-TERM LIABILITIES
Long-term borrowed funds
Deferred tax obligations
Other long-term liabilities
Subtotal for Section IV
V. SHORT-TERM LIABILITIES
Short-term borrowed funds
Accounts payable
Prepaid expenses
Provisions for outstanding payments and expenses
Other short-term liabilities
Subtotal for Section V
BALANCE
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510
515
520

32 407
1 761
1 550
35 718

27 758
2 145
1 189
31 092

610
620,630
640
650
660

7 396
4 757
4
11 060
23 217

28 971
4 712
4
31
9 749
43 467

152 677

180 199

700

Other expenses at the expense of after-tax income
Net profit (undistributed profit / uncovered loss for the reporting period)
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Structure of Assets

BASIC PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Description
Description

Unit

2005
Report

2006
Report

2007
Report

%
of 2006
I. Non-current assets

As of 01.01.2007
m RUB
% of total

As of 31.12.2007
m RUB
% of total

Difference
m RUB
%

109 315.1

71.6

126 365.6

70.1

17 050.5

15.6

Diamond mining production

m USD

1 730.0

1 795.2

1 798.1

100.2

Main assets

62 666.2

41.0

64 386.6

35.7

1 720.4

2.7

Sales of diamonds

m USD

2 249.6

2 366.9

2 285.7

96.6

Long-term financial outlays

24 912.3

16.3

32 382.5

18.0

7 470.2

30.0

Total amount of material handled by mines

‘000 m3

46 909.7

45 620.8

46 112.1

101.1

Construction in progress

20 214.3

13.2

28 076.5

15.6

7 862.2

38.9

Revenues from sales of diamonds, work and services m RUB

72 154.8

75 847.3

71 894.4

94.8

Profitable financial investments
in material values

873.4

0.6

855.0

0.5

-18.4

-2.1

Production cost of products (work, services)

m RUB

59 246.1

61 640.7

58 542.5

95.0

Intangible assets

1.4

0.0

0.9

0.0

-0.5

-34.3

R&D expenses

79.3

0.1

36.6

0.0

-42.7

-53.9

Pre-tax profit

m RUB

18 747.2

20 781.1

19 291.5

92.8
Deferred tax assets

483.6

0.3

482.8

0.3

-0.8

-0.2

Taxes

m RUB

21 101.6

22 766.0

14 344.2

63.0

Other non-current assets

84.6

0.1

144.7

0.1

60.1

71.1

Net profit

m RUB

15 090.2

15 558.8

14 132.9

90.8
43 362.1

28.4

53 833.8

29.9

10 471.7

24.1

Capital investments

m RUB

14 113.2

13 087.1

17 440.5

133.3
Inventories, VAT

19 500.5

18.4

20 969.5

11.6

1 469.0

7.5

II. Current assets

Geological prospecting

m RUB

1 879.3

2 229.0

2 496.1

112.0

Accounts receivable

13 480.4

8.8

10 867.5

6.0

-2 612.9

-19.4

36 932

35 739

35 687

99.9

Short-term financial investments

10 116.5

6.6

9 884.1

5.5

-232.4

-2.3

Cash

245.3

0.2

12 088.2

6.7

11 842.9

4 828.5

RUB

28 942.0

31 904.8

35 921.8

112.6
Other current assets

19.4

0.0

24.5

0.0

5.1

25.5

m RUB

1 962

2 240.0

2 240.0*

100.0
152 677.2

100.0

180 199.4

100.0

27 522.2

18.0

Average number of employees
Average monthly wages
Dividends

TOTAL BALANCE
*) Note: The sum of dividend proposed for approval at the Shareholders’ Annual Meeting

Sales Revenues
Millions of Rubles

Structure of Equity
Description

As of 01.01.2007
m RUB
% of total

As of 31.12.2007
m RUB
% of total

Difference
m RUB
%

Description

2005
Report

2006
Report

Plan

2007
Report

%
of plan

%
of 2006

Authorized capital

2 700.5

2.9

2 700.5

2.6

0.0

0.0

TOTAL REVENUES

72 154.8

75 847.3

72 186.0

71 894.4

99.6

94.8

Additional capital

13 242.0

14.1

12 727.8

12.0

-514.2

-3.9

1.1. Revenues from sales
of products and services:

67 001.5

69 835.3

65 267.9

64 664.3

99.1

92.6

540.1

0.6

540.1

0.5

0.0

0.0

- Sales of diamonds

63 557.8

64 166.7

58 892.6

58 261.9

98.9

90.8

- Services by OAO «ALROSA-Nyurba»

3 298.4

5 421.2

6 169.8

6 181.4

100.2

114.0

- Other products

77.1

163.6

163.1

159.1

97.6

97.2

- Other services

68.2

83.8

42.4

61.9

146.1

73.9

5 153.3

6 012.0

6 918.1

7 230.1

104.5

120.3

Reserve capital
Undistributed profit
of previous years
Undistributed profit
of reporting year
TOTAL

77 259.2

82.4

75 538.7

71.5

-1 720.5

-2.2

0.0

0.0

14 132.9

13.4

14 132.9

-

93 741.8

100.0

105 640.0

100.0

11 898.2

12.7

1.2. Revenues from work (services)
relating to other types of activities:
- Other types of activities
- Non-production types of activities
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4 258.4

4 940.6

5 772.5

6 066.2

105.1

122.8

894.9

1 071.4

1 145.6

1 163.9

101.6

108.6
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Commercial Expenses*
Millions of Rubles

Expenses for production of products (work or services)
Millions of Rubles
Description

Materials and utilities, including:
– Energy and fuel

2005
Report

2006
Report

2007
Plan

Report

%
%
of plan of 2006

Cost items

Material cost, including:

2005
Report

2006
Report

Plan

2007
Report

%
of plan

%
of 2006

21.8

26.7

7.9

16.2

205.1

60.7

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.1

100.0

100.0

19 696.9

21 967.5

24 271.7

24 390.4

100.5

111.0

– Energy

7 642.7

9 137.7

10 177.9

9 970.8

98.0

109.1

– Fuel

0.0

0.1

0.6

0.2

33.3

200.0

– Auxiliary materials

15.8

20.1

3.5

3.3

94.3

16.4

– Production services

– Auxiliary materials

4 956.2

5 235.1

6 177.2

5 624.5

91.1

107.4

– Services by external organisations

7 098.0

7 594.7

7 916.6

8 795.2

111.1

115.8

5.4

6.4

3.7

12.6

340.5

196.9

Depreciation

4 962.1

5 179.9

5 499.7

5 290.3

96.2

102.1

Depreciation

5.4

3.4

2.3

2.4

104.3

70.6

Wages and salaries

12 513.9

13 298.9

14 538.8

15 040.8

103.5

113.1

Wages and salaries

79.1

84.3

79.5

96.5

121.4

114.5

Social deductions

2 602.8

2 661.3

2 901.1

2 852.1

98.3

107.2

Social deductions

17.4

17.2

16.7

18.7

112.0

108.7

Other expenses

8 897.9

9 172.7

9 764.8

9 662.5

98.9

105.3

Other expenses, including:

Rent to RS(Ya) for property complex

10 433.0

9 382.3

0

0

834.0

1 306.3

156.6

57 810.0

58 542.5

101.3

Compensation payments to RS(Ya)
Total expenses:

59 106.6

61 662.6

TOTAL
Customs duties
94,9

TOTAL

380.0

377.8

355.0

375.5

105.8

99.4

503.7

509.4

461.4

509.3

110.4

100.0

2 354.5

2 359.6

2 277.7

2 333.0

102.4

98.9

2 858.2

2 869.0

2 739.1

2 842.3

103.8

99.1

Proportion of Taxes and Charges in Sales, Production Cost and Profit
Millions of Rubles
Description

2005
Report

2006
Report

Plan

Sales of products of all types operations

72 154.8

75 847.3

Production cost of products (work, services)

51 419.9

55 145.3

Sales revenues (loss)

20 734.9

20 702.1

25 243.2

Pre-tax profit

18 747.2

20 781.1

19 086.4

Taxes in production cost (except
for the variable part of rent)

16 231.2

16 074.5

8 050.8

31.6

29.1

17.2

Percentage of taxes in production cost, %
Total taxes (except for indirect taxes
and variable part of rent)
Percentage of all taxes (except for indirect taxes
and variable part of rent) in sales revenues, %

2007

Managerial Expenses*

Report

%
of plan

%
of 2006

72 186.0

71 894.4

99.6

94.8

46 942.8

48 549.1

103.4

88.0

23 345.3

92.5

112.8

Material cost

19 291.5

101.1

92.8

Salaries

8 387.3

104.2

52.2

17.3

100.7

59.5

Services by external organisations

Millions of Rubles
Cost items

22 766.0

14 338.0

14 344.2

100.0

63.0

29.2

30.0

19.9

20.0

100.4

66.5

2006
Report

Plan

2007
Report

%
of plan

%
of 2006

123.4

105.9

124.9

113.2

90.6

106.9

1 316.9

1 567.4

1 630.3

1 949.8

119.6

124.4

Social deductions

180.8

202.7

240.8

221.4

91.9

109.2

Depreciation

69.9

81.8

113.9

89.4

78.5

109.3

1 384.3

1 437.3

1 712.8

1 865.2

108.9

129.8

207.8

346.8

561.2

590.5

105.2

170.3

14 788.5

14 441.5

5 717.5

6 110.1

106.9

42.3

18 071.6

18 183.4

10 101.4 10 939.6 108.3

60.2

Other expenses, including:
21 101.6

2005
Report

Taxes
TOTAL

* Commercial and managerial costs are incorporated in the expenses for production of products (work, services)
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INFORMATION FOR SHAREHOLDERS
ALROSA Co. Ltd. is a closed joint-stock company, the
successor of the enterprises, organisations and divisions
included in its structure from the former PNO «YakutAlmaz», Committee for Precious Metals and Precious Gemstones (Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation) and
the Foreign Trade Association «Almazjuvelirexport».
The Company Almazy Rossii-Sakha was established
pursuant to Decree No.158-s of February 19th, 1992 by the
President of the Russian Federation «On Establishment of
Almazy Rossii Joint-stock Company» issued on the basis
of the resolution of the meeting of the Company’s founders
held on July 25th, 1992, in the city of Yakutsk.
Almazy Rossii-Sakha was registered on August 13th,
1992 in the city of Mirny, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) (Resolution No. 554 by the Mirny District Administration) with
a legal address: 6, Ul. Lenina, Mirny, 678170, Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia).
The Company commenced its industrial and commercial
operation on January 1st, 1993.
Pursuant to a decision taken by the Shareholders’ General Meeting on June 27th, 1998 (Protocol No.12) the full
and abbreviated name of the Company has been changed
with appropriate amendments made in the Company’s
Statute. These changes were registered by the Administration of the Mirny Ulus on August 26th, 1998 (Certificate
No. 510). According to the above changes the name of the
Company is as follows:
FULL OFFICIAL NAME OF THE COMPANY:
* in the Russian language: Aktsionernaya Kompania
«ALROSA» (Joint-stock Company of Close Type);
* in the Yakutian language: «ALROSA» Aktsionernai
Kompania (Sabyylaakh aktsionernai uopsastyba);
* in the English language: ALROSA Company Limited.

Winners of Best Worker-2007 Awards
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ABBREVIATED NAME OF THE COMPANY:
* in the Russian language: AK «ALROSA» (ZAO);
* in the Yakutian language: «ALROSA» AK (SAUO)
* in the English language: ALROSA Co Ltd.
The Register of the Shareholders is kept by the Mirny
subsidiary of OAO «Republic’s Specialized Registrator
‘Yakutian Fund Centre’» with a License for activities relating to keeping a register of the Federal Commission for
Securities No.10-000-1-00309 of 19.03.2004. Legal
address: Ofice 36, 11, Ul.Tikhonova, City of Mirny, 678170,
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), RF.
The Register of the Shareholders is kept in conformity
with the Federal Laws «On Securities Market» and «On
Joint-Stock Companies», as well as the Regulation on
Keeping Registers of Owners of Registered Securities
approved by the Federal Commission for Securities (Resolution No.27 of 02.10.1997 with amendments enacted by
the Federal Commission for Securities by Resolutions
No.45 of 31.12.1997, No.1 of 12.01.1998 and No.8 of
20.04.1998).
The official auditor of the Company: OOO «Financial
and Accounting Consultants» (FBK), member of the International Association of Auditing Companies, Pannel Kerr
Foster, was approved by the Shareholders’ Annual General Meeting on June 24th, 2006.
The audit of the consolidated financial statement of
ALROSA Co. Ltd. prepared in accordance with the International Financial Accounting Standards is carried out by
PricewaterhouseCoopers, the world’s largest organisation
providing audit and consulting services.
The authorized capital of ALROSA Co. Ltd. in accordance with the issue of securities registered on September
18th,1997 by the Irkutsk Regional Division of the Federal
Commission for Securities of Russia, is 2,700,500,000
(two billion and seven hundred million and five hundred
thousand) Rubles with due account of the Rouble denomi-

nation. The state register number of this share issue is 102-40046-N. The authorized capital is divided into 200,000
(two hundred thousand) common shares with a nominal
value of 13,502.50 Rubles each.
An essential event of the reporting year for ALROSA
was an extraordinary meeting of the Shareholders. A decision was taken at the meeting to increase the authorized
capital of ALROSA Co. Ltd. by an amount of RUB 982.0
million by placing additional registered ordinary shares by
means of a closed subscription among the Russian Federation, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and 8 municipalities of
the RS(Ya). As a result, the share of the Russian Federation in the authorized capital of ALROSA Co. Ltd. should
be increased up to 50% plus one share; the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia) will continue to possess 32% of the
shares and the municipalities will have 8% of shares.
Shareholders of ALROSA Co. Ltd.:
On behalf of the Russian Federation: Ministry for Property Relations of the Russian Federation: 37% (74,000
shares with a total nominal value of RUB 999,185,000).
(Note: Pursuant to an award issued on 10.12.2002 by
the Arbitration Court of the City of Moscow on Case No.
A40-25248/02-54-236, the package of shares owned by
the Social Security Foundation for Servicemen («Garantia» Fund) was converted to federal ownership and a corresponding record was made in the Register of Shareholders by the Ministry for Property Relations of the Russian
Federation).
On behalf of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia): the Ministry for Management of the State-Owned Property of the

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia): 32% (64,000 shares with a
total nominal value of RUB 864,160,000).
Legal entities: 16.8% (33,589 shares with a total nominal value of RUB 453,535,472.50).
ALROSA’s employees and other individuals: 6.2%
(12,410 shares with a total nominal value of RUB
167,566,025).
Administrations of the districts (Uluses) of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), on whose territories the Company
operates: 8% (16,001 shares with a total nominal value of
216,053,502.50 Rubles), including:
Anabar Ulus
1% (2,000 shares)
Verkhnevilyuiski Ulus 1% (2,000 shares)
1% (2,001 shares)
Vilyuiski Ulus
Lensk Ulus
1% (2,000 shares)
Mirny Ulus
1% (2,000 shares)
1% (2,000 shares)
Nyurba Ulus
Olenekski Ulus
1% (2,000 shares)
Suntar Ulus
1% (2,000 shares)
In conformity with the Federal Law «On Amendments
to the Federal Law On Joint-stock Companies» (No.120-FZ
of August 7th, 2001) and pursuant to the resolution taken
by the Shareholders Annual General Meeting on June 29th,
2002, new versions of the Company’s Statute and basic
corporate documents had been approved.
The beginning of the financial year: January 1st, 2006.
The end of the financial year: December 31st, 2006.
Dividends are paid by ALROSA Co. Ltd. once a year.
The date of dividend payment will be determined by the
Shareholders’ Annual General Meeting.
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Historic Highlights of ALROSA
1954
13.06.1955
16.06.1955
14.01.1957
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1963-1965
1966
1967
1969
1972-1995
1975
1976
1979
1986
1991
19.02.1992
1994
1996
1996-1997
21.10.1997
26.03.1998
05-07.1998
13-14.08.1999
1999
March 2000
2000
05-10.2001

June 2001
17.12.2001
2002
July 2002
May 2003
23.08.2003
04.09.2003
2004
August 2004
2004
08.09.2004
2004
November 2004
September 2005
28.06.2005
15.11.2005
21-11.02.2007
06.02.2008
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Discovery of the Zarnitsa pipe, the first primary diamond deposit
Discovery of the Mir pipe
Discovery of the Udachny pipe
Establishment of YakutAlmaz Trust
First commercial-grade diamonds recovered at No. 1 Plant
Commissioning of No.2 and No.4 Plants
VTO SoyuzPromExport sold the first lot of Russian diamonds on the external market
Discovery of the Aikhal pipe
Commissioning of the Aikhal mine. Construction of No. 8 Plant commenced
VTO SoyuzPromExport concluded first contracts with De Beers for rough diamonds sales
Commissioning of No. 3 Plant in Mirny
Commissioning of the Udachny alluvial mine. Construction of No. 11 Plant commenced.
First phase of the Vilyui hydroelectric power station put into operation
YakutAlmaz Trust restructured as Production and Scientific Association (PNO) “YakutAlmaz”
Sales of rough diamonds on the basis of trade agreements with De Beers
Discovery of the Jubilee pipe
Commissioning of the first phase of the mining and ore-processing complex at Udachny
Udachny Mining Division established
Aikhal Mining Division established.
Development of the Jubilee pipe and construction of No.14 Plant commenced
Mirny Mining Division established
Almazy Rossii-Sakha Joint-stock Company established
Botuobinskaya pipe discovered
Nyurba pipe discovered
Commissioning of the first and second phases of the Jubilee mining and ore-processing complex
Signing of a Trade Agreement between ALROSA and De Beers in Moscow
The President of the Russian Federation signed the Federal Law “On Precious Metals and Precious Gemstones”
ALROSA participated in efforts to eliminate the consequences of disastrous floods on the Lena River
The International underground mine and an ore treatment plant of OAO “ALROSA-Nyurba” put into operation
Anabar Mining Division established on the basis of the alluvial Anabar mine
Nyurba Mining Division established with the purpose to carry out mine development
and other operations for diamond production from the Nakyn ore field
“Brillianty ALROSA”cutting and polishing division established
ALROSA in cooperation with executive bodies of the Governments of the Russian Federation
and Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) undertook actions to eliminate consequences of the disastrous flood
in the city of Lensk and construct and restore housing and industrial facilities
Termination of the open-pit operation at the Mir kimberlite pipe
Trade agreement concluded between ALROSA and De Beers for the period of 2002-2006
Celebration of the 45th anniversary of YakutAlmaz Trust and 10th anniversary of the ALROSA foundation
The International underground mined reached its design capacity
ALROSA issued US $500 million Eurobonds with 5-year maturity
No.16 ore treatment plant commissioned at the Nyurba Mining Division
Mining operations commenced at the M.V. Lomonosov diamond deposit in Arkhangelsk region
Ore treatment plant put into operation at the Istok deposit and KSA-150 sorting plant installed
at the Kholomolokh deposit of Anabar Mining Division
No.203 Dredge put into operation for exploitation of the Gornoye deposit of Mir Mining Division
Operation of No.5 seasonal treatment plant of the Mir Mining Division terminated
The first generator unit of the Svetlinskaya hydroelectric power station commissioned
Udachny underground mine construction commenced
ALROSA issued US $300 million Eurobonds with 10-year maturity
Celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Russian diamond mining industry and the city of Mirny
Full-scale diamond mining commenced at Lomonosov Mining Division (OAO “SeverAlmaz”) in the Arkhangelsk Region
Second stage of Catoca Mining Co. commissioned.
First stage of the Camatchia-Camagico mining project commissioned in the Republic of Angola
Celebration of the 50th anniversary of the YakutAlmaz Trust establishment
The thrid hydropower unit of Svetlinskaya Hydro Power Station has been put in operation

Addresses
of ALROSA
Main Offices
Office in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia):
6, Ul. Lenina, Mirny, 678170
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
Telephone: 007 (411-36) 301 80
Fax: 007 (411-36) 304 51
Fax: 007 (495) 745 80 61
E-mail: aho@centr.alrosa-mir.ru

Office in Moscow:
10-12, Pervy Kazachy Pereulok,
Moscow 119017, Russian Federation
Telephone: 007 (495) 230 66 92
Fax: 007 (495) 230 66 31
E-mail: info@alrosa.ru

Office in Yakutsk:
8, Ul. Ammosova, Yakutsk, 677018
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
Telephone: 007 (411-2) 42 18 15
Fax: 007 (411-2) 42 33 28
E-mail: sid@yakutia.ru
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